Predictable, flexible connectivity.
Mobile broadband, email, business applications, dongles and
smartphones all make life easier for people needing to access
corporate systems and get on with the job while they’re travelling.
What isn’t so straightforward is buying data services on a countryby-country basis, where tariffs are hard to compare and complex to
manage.

As an alliance of four leading operators in Europe,
FreeMove was created with the objective of helping
multinational companies simplify the management of
mobile services.This very much applies to data roaming.
To start with, we understand you need a harmonised
and transparent plan that maximises your central buying
power. We also appreciate that one plan doesn’t fit all,
because your users vary considerably in terms of where
they travel and how often they tend to go.

All of our roaming offers are network independent,
which means it doesn’t matter which network the
laptop or mobile phone connects through, you’ll
still get the same great rate. And because travel
rarely stays constant, if your users change their travel
patterns, we can adapt their data roaming package
from the start of the next bill.

What does this mean for you?

That’s why our portfolio of data roaming offers is
easy to purchase and manage centrally, consistent
across much of our footprint and tailored to give you
the best value for everyone.

You can now choose the offer that best fits your
needs, lowering the risk of bill shock. FreeMove Data
Roaming Portfolio will help you to:

From your occasional travellers, to your frequent
“jet setters” to your regular globetrotters, we have
everyone covered.

• Simplify your cost management thanks to predictable
pricing structures and network independence

Three distinct offers
With the FreeMove Data Roaming Portfolio you can
agree prices for your users across much of Europe
through your Global Account Manager. Set-up is easy
and based around how often your people want to
travel, where they tend to go and the type of device
they take with them – their laptop or their mobile
phone.
FreeMove Weekly or Monthly Bundles
This option provides 5 to 300 MB weekly or monthly
data bundles for a flat fee.
• The best value per MB as well as predictable costs:
it’s as simple as click and connect
FreeMove Daily Passes
A variety of daily passes ranging from 2 to 200 MB
- you are only charged when the traveller actually
connects.
• Designed for occasional travellers using
a laptop or multimedia services on a smartphone
FreeMove International Pay As You Go
A world-wide zoned offer that gets you connected
while you are on the move.
• For irregular travellers who need reliable connectivity
from their phone or laptop all over the world.

• Lower costs for your different types of traveller

• Make set-up more straightforward in working with
one central point of contact
FreeMove Data Roaming is currently available for
your users in Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Italy, Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland
and the UK. It also integrates easily with FreeMove
International Roaming, our streamlined and costeffective voice roaming service.

The FreeMove alliance
FreeMove is the world’s leading mobile
telecommunications alliance, working to help
multinational companies streamline the management
of their mobile services. Formed in 2003, the alliance
combines the capabilities of Orange, Telecom Italia,
Deutsche Telekom and TeliaSonera along with their
strategic partners. FreeMove provides seamless
international mobile services, harmonised commercial
arrangements, dedicated account support and
telecom expense management. This global coverage
and local support means companies around the
world can manage their mobile fleet more efficiently
through the Power of Alliance.
www.freemovealliance.com

